3. In accordance, my Telexon with Secy. I will use my judgment on SC session tomorrow re whether to postpone. Postponement depending upon circumstances prevailing at time. I do Amado has now been given advance warning.

2. Amado turned this down, using arguments previously reported. He insisted he had no flexibility from ECXIN on postponement of meeting. He argued that ECXIN would have res. He also reiterated Argentina would not return Eichmann and that res. would allow Argentina to draw curtain over case.

1. I called on Amado this evening and urged him to agree to postponement of SC until after this and meeting his and Mert's (Israel) program. I told him I thought this would improve atmosphere for Ben-Gurion, from point of view of SC. He argued that meeting and would not hurt Argentina. As SC could continue if Ben-Gurion - from SC meeting and would not hurt Argentina. Indeed, such show of reasonableness would help Argentina.

[Signature] RE: EICHMANN CASE.
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I also request authority submit our suggestion re para on resumption normal relations between Argentina and Israel as US amendment if this seems desirable in tactical situation. Amadeo (USUN 1423) wants us to do this and inasmuch as this is in direction Israeli position we might also get some credit from them by introducing it.
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